Testimonials – Lynne Larson Dream Workshops and Private Consultations
Thanks you so much for all you have done, helping me understand my dreams.
changed my life. S. C. A.

You have

I have attended several of Lynne's workshops (missing only those with scheduling
conflicts!). Each one has opened my eyes to the meaning of my dreams, especially the
recurring dreams. After the last two workshops I was able to analyze two dreams that have
occurred for several years and make some rather serious changes in my life. When I
continue to write down my dreams, go back and reread them, I find better much results. I
actually know and understand myself better. The atmosphere that Lynne creates is
comfortable, conducive to sharing and even humor. I plan to attend Lynne's workshops
whenever they are available. Lynne, thanks for opening up the world of dreams to me. G.
B. L.
I took my first dream workshop out of curiosity and also because I had been having a
recurring nightmare. That one session cured my nightmare over time. From then on, I
schedule whatever else I have on my agenda, including vacations, around Lynne Larson’s
workshops. She is that good! I put my sister in touch with Lynne to help her with her
dreams. Lynne’s help completely changed my sister’s life for the better. I have taken at
least 10 of Lynne’s dream workshops and learn something new at every one. I have been
able to interpret many of my own dreams from what I have learned. M. N.
I attend all of Lynne’s dream workshops and find them informative as well as fun. Her
techniques in dream interpretation are extremely helpful. When I need to make a serious
decision about money, I make a statement regarding the decision before I go to sleep, write
it down and ask for a dream. If the decision is favorable, my dream will confirm this. If my
decision is unwise, I am given a “thumbs down” message, usually in a humorous way that
is easy to understand.
R. M. P.
Many thanks for your help with my dreams. I have enjoyed the personal consultations and
you have given me much insight in ways I never would have imagined. I look forward to
working with you in the future. M. O.
Thank you for a well-organized, informative and fun workshop. Challenging at times, it
kept our attention until the very end. Your workshop was great and very helpful. D. R.
I never realized how important dreams were until I attended Lynne’s workshops. Lynne
brought out how dreams “speak” to you and direct you in so many ways. I learned that in
dreams there are so many symbols that can affect ones decision-making. I am so aware
now of my dreams and what they are saying to me. Thanks, Lynne for opening my eyes to
the unconscious mind. C. A.
I always enjoy Lynne’s dream workshops. Some of the areas I particularly like are the
helpful handouts, the references to the various Mystics, the spiritual aspects of dreams, and
the fun exercises. I do not want to elaborate on the fun exercises as that would spoil the
suspense for anyone interested in attending for the first time. Thank you, Lynne! M. A.

